BIG RYDER
HO SCALE HIGHWAY TRUCKING SYSTEM

Backed by a multi-million dollar T.V. advertising budget, Ryder® is the most recognized name in the trucking industry. And in 1982, it will become the most recognized name in model trucking—with the introduction of AFX BIG RYDER®. BIG RYDER®, driven by modern day cowboys who race from coast to coast. BIG RYDER®, that light up the night with their blazing headlights.

And there is no end to the fun, because Big Ryders® Highway track can be combined with any existing or future AFX® track to build trucking empires without limit.

BIG RYDER®...not a toy for a limited age group...but a total system...A SYSTEM FOR ALL AGES.

CROSS COUNTRY DISPATCH™
10 ACTION FEATURES
...the ultimate layout for fun-filled realistic cross-country trucking action.

SETNO. 20063
26 Track Sections (18"3/8" in 66"x 78" Layout Parking Area)

FEATURING:
1. AFE RYDER® CABS WITH FORWARD/REVERSE AND OPERATING HEADLIGHTS.
2. 40' RYDER® AUTO-COUPLE™ TRAILERS WITH OPERATING COUPLING AND UNCOUPLING.
3. 2 EXTRA AUTO-COUPLE™ TRAILERS
   40' FLAT BED WITH LOAD
   40' FLAT BED WITH REMOVABLE CONTAINER
4. 30' FLAT BED WITH 30' ROP AND TWO REMOVABLE CONTAINERS.
5. CONTAINER LOAD/UNLOAD TERMINAL WITH OVERHEAD CONTAINER GANTRY.
6. SINGLE LANE TRUCK TERMINAL.
7. DOUBLE LANE TRUCK TERMINAL.
8. UNIT DISPATCH CENTRE.
9. HIGHWAY BRIDGE WITH MULTI-LEVEL SUPPORTS.
10. HANDHELD DIRECTIONAL CONTROLLERS.
**BIG RYDER**

**INTERSTATE EXPRESS DELIVERY™**

6 ACTION FEATURES
...the ultimate long distance layout for realistic interstate highway trucking action.

SET NO. 20060
17 Track Sections (14½' x 21½' Layout Working Area)

FEATURES:
1. NITE RYDER™ CABS WITH FORWARD/REVERSE AND OPERATING HEADLIGHTS.
2. 40' RYDER AUTO-COUPLE™ TRAILERS WITH OPERATING COUPLING AND UNCOUPLING LEGS.
3. 3 EXTRA AUTO-COUPLE™ TRAILERS
4. 1-40' FLAT BED WITH LOAD
5. 1-40' HIGHWAY TRAILER
6. 3 UNIT TRUCK TERMINAL
7. HANDHELD SPEED AND DIRECTIONAL CONTROLLERS.

WITH:
UL/CSA Safety Wall-Pak® Plug-In Terminal Track
Highway Signs and Guard Rails Complete Assembly and Maintenance Instructions.

---

**BIG RYDER**

**CONTAINER TRUCKING™**

5 ACTION FEATURES
...the ultimate working layout for modern container trucking action.

SET NO. 20067
12 Track Sections (11' x 18½' Layout Working Area)

FEATURES:
1. NITE RYDER™ CABS WITH FORWARD/REVERSE AND OPERATING HEADLIGHTS 40' AUTO-COUPLE™ FLAT BED TRAILERS WITH CONTAINERS AND OPERATING COUPLING AND UNCOUPLING DOUBLE LANE TRUCK TERMINAL.
2. CONTAINER LOAD/UNLOAD TERMINAL WITH OVERHEAD CONTAINER Gantry HANDHELD SPEED AND DIRECTIONAL CONTROLLERS.

WITH:
UL/CSA Safety Wall-Pak® Plug-In Terminal Highway Signs and Guard Rails Complete Assembly and Maintenance Instructions.

---

**BIG RYDER**

**INTERCITY HAULER™**

4 ACTION FEATURES
...the ultimate starter layout for easy-to-expand trucking action.

SET NO. 20054
11 Track Sections (9½' x 14½' Layout Working Area)

FEATURES:
1. NITE RYDER™ CABS WITH FORWARD/REVERSE AND OPERATING HEADLIGHTS 40' RYDER AUTO-COUPLE™ TRAILERS WITH OPERATING COUPLING AND UNCOUPLING DOUBLE LANE TRUCK TERMINAL HANDHELD SPEED AND DIRECTIONAL CONTROLLERS.

WITH:
UL/CSA Safety Wall-Pak® Plug-In Terminal Track Highway Signs and Guard Rails Complete Assembly and Maintenance Instructions.
**FALL GUY**

**HOLLYWOOD STUNT SET™**

Be the Hollywood Stuntman...jump or crash in front of the cameras...Be the Bounty Hunter and use your skills to catch the bad guy...Be Cot Seavers...The Fall Guy.

SET NO. 20033
 Contains
- 14 Track Sections (14 6") Including
  - Plug In Terminal Track
  - 1 Fall Guy Shut Off Road
  - Plus
  - 2 Variable Speed Hand Controllers
  - UL/CSA Safety Wall Pak® with Plug
  - 1 Fall Guy® Pick Up Truck
  - 1 AFK® Street Car
  - 1 AFK® Police Car Body Shell
  - 1 Bounty Hunter™ Hazard Set with Bumps, Barrels and Barrier
  - 1 Hollywood Stunt Set™
  - 8 Snap in Guard Rails
  - 2 Self Leveling Track Supports
  - Hollywood Back Drop and Shooting trailer
  - Complete Assembly and Maintenance Instructions

FEATURING
- Police Car body shell and Hollywood Stunt Set.

© 1981, Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
Radar Chase™

A real Police Chase! Flashing lights for the

STOP POLICE!

SET NO. 20027
CONTAINS

1 Track Sections 17 Ty / Including
Police Only Rear Trunk Section
with Camouflage Mountain
Steering Track Section
2 Dual Function Hand Controllers
UL/CSA Safety Wall/Plug

STOP POLICE!

Complete Assembly and Maintenance Instructions
**Speed Shifter**

**SUPER TURBO CHALLENGE™**

Take hold of the Hurst controller and shift into a new high in model motoring. Take unmatched speed and performance... two-gear, two speed AFX® Speed Shifter™ racing.

**SET NO. 20042 CONTAINS**

16 Track Sections (16”) Including
- Plug In Terminal Track
- UL/CSA Safety Wall-Pak® with Plug
- 2 Speed Shifter Hand Controllers with Hurst Style Gear Shift
- 2 Speed Shifter Cars with High and Low Gear
- 8 Snap In Guard Rails
- 2 Self Leveling Track Supports
- Complete Assembly and Maintenance Instructions